
• Includes over 100 removable stickers so your child can 
customise their Snowy the Owl Diffuser with sparkly 
snowflakes, eyes, glasses, nail polish, feathers and 
more!

• Offers exclusive Easy-Touch Talons touch-sensitive 
power and light operation, making it easy to use.

• Provides a continuous diffusion mode that lasts up to  
5 hours in high mode or 8 hours in low mode. The 
intermittent mode (one minute on/one minute off) will 
last up to 10 hours.

• Varies between five different sounds on its built-in 
speaker: rain, birds, ocean waves, fan, and lullaby.

• Suffuses spaces with gentle light from 10 different  
LED light options.

• Offers night-light and white-noise functions that can 
be used independently of diffuser mode.
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This Young Living-exclusive diffuser is convenient, easy to use, and so darn cute! Snowy’s diffusion, light and sound 
combinations help to set the stage for play or winding down with the convenience of touch-sensitive controls.  
Snowy offers run times 25-40 percent longer than other child-friendly diffusers, plus white-noise options, all custom-
designed to be a part of your peaceful nighttime routine. Removable stickers can be used to decorate Snowy, and each 
purchase will help protect real-life owls too!

Diffuse Young Living’s KidScents essential oil blends in your 
little one’s room or play area. Choose any one of Snowy’s 
five white-noise options to drown out the outside noises that 
keep your little one from sleeping soundly through the night.

This product is NOT a toy and must be used only under 
adult supervision. Choking hazard due to small parts.  
For safety and care information, refer to the Snowy the Owl 
Diffuser operation manual.

For full instructions, safety, and care 
information, refer to the Snowy the Owl 
Diffuser operation manual.
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Help your children snuggle down this winter with Young Living’s exclusive 
Snowy the Owl Diffuser. Straight from the frozen northern tundra, Snowy is 
the arctic cousin of Young Living’s exclusive and extremely popular Feather the 
Owl Diffuser. Enjoy multiple benefits in one with this ultrasonic diffuser’s aroma 
diffuser, night-light, and white-noise machine functions! 

Bring your children sweet dreams with Snowy’s help and rest easy yourself, 
knowing that 1 percent of Snowy’s purchase price goes to Tracy Aviary to help 
real-life owls. Snowy the Owl helps you make the world a better, more restful 
place that’s safer for all species – one bedtime at a time. Snowy is a limited 
holiday edition and is available only while supplies last – get her soon!
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